
Cut book out as one piece.  Fold in half.  Cut around the shell shape (leave the left side straight).   
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Assembly Directions: 
 
Cut the five strips along the solid outer lines. If there is a rectangle piece in the right corner 
of the strip, cut it off as indicated (remove this area).  Stack your strips in order with cover 
on top and staple where indicated.  
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Cut out book as one piece.  Fold left side in.  Fold right side in.  Open book.  Cut on dotted line to form four flaps.  Refold book.   
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Write one fact on each piece of the accordion.  
Fold up like an accordion.  Cut and paste the 
title piece to the front (it will be larger, but 
that will be okay. 



What is the largest octopus? 
 
Where is it found?   
 
(color the area blue on the map) 

What is the smallest octopus? 
 
Where is it found?   
 
(color the area red on the map) 

Where Can I Find the 
smallest octopus and the 
LARGEST octopus? 

You are looking at the inside of the book.  Cut out as one piece.  Fold top flap down.  Fold bottom flap up.  Cut and 

paste title piece and put on the front.  Cut and paste one of the octopus graphics and paste on the front.  



Only cut along the outside perimeter of the book.  Fold left side in.  Fold right side in.  Fold 

cover down.  Glue the back to your lapbook. 

Cut book above out as one piece.  Fold like an accor-

dion.  Paste back of last piece to your lapbook.  You will 

have two sections to write slug facts in.  Use as desired. 





   

Cut book out as one piece.  Fold in thirds with “Squirting Squids” on front.    You will have four sections total to write on.  

This is the back of the book.  

Paste to lapbook 


